
Python Installation Quick Start

This document provides basic instructions to get up and running with Python for scientific use. 
There are two steps:

1. Install Python and necessary additional modules

2. Install an editor, or Integrated Development Environment (IDE)

Please find the guide below for one of the following platforms: OSX/Windows, Linux

Installation: OSX/Windows

Step 1: Install Python and necessary additional modules

The quickest and easiest way to get up and running with Python on the Mac or Windows is to install 
the “Enthought Python Distribution” available at http://www.enthought.com for free for academic 
use.

Step 2: Install Eclipse IDE

For those who don't yet have a favorite editor on Mac/Windows, the Eclipse IDE is used by most of 
the Mac/Windows users in the LCN lab, and is recommended.  You can get it at 
http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/.  Probably, the Eclipse Classic 3.4.1 is the most appropriate 
package.

Next, to give Eclipse Python support, download the Pydev Eclipse plug-in.  This can be achieved 
more or less automatically by using the Eclipse Update Manager as described here:

 http://www.fabioz.com/pydev/manual_101_install.html

Installation: Linux

Step 1: Install Python and necessary additional modules

Ubuntu/Debian:  All necessary software is managed by the package manager.  At a terminal 
window, issue the following command to install the required packages:

$ sudo apt-get install python-numpy python-scipy python-matplotlib ipython

For other Linux distributions, find and install the appropriate packages for numpy, scipy, ipython 
and matplotlib.

Step 2:  Install an appropriate editor

One of the following (Eclipse, Eric, Emacs) will do …

Elipse:

$ sudo apt-get install eclipse eclipse-pydev

http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/
http://www.fabioz.com/pydev/manual_101_install.html


Eric:

$ sudo apt-get install eric

Emacs:

$ sudo apt-get install emacs python-mode

What Next?

– Introduction to Python Course, specifically the first two lectures (Eppler, Muller)

http://neuralensemble.org/cookbook/wiki/FacetsPythonCourse2008

– Linux Magazine France Jan/Fev 2009 Python special issue

– Ipython, matplotlib, numpy, scipy tutorials and cookbooks on the web:

– www.scipy.org  

– matplotlib.sf.net

– Don't panic!  See you next week!

Python/LIF Exercise

Download the LIF.py source code from the course moodle at http://moodle.epfl.ch

Use the function LIF_Sinus to explore the sub-threshold filtering properties of the LIF neuron: 

 - Plot the gain and phase of the voltage oscillations as a function of input current frequency.

http://moodle.epfl.ch/
http://www.scipy.org/
http://neuralensemble.org/cookbook/wiki/FacetsPythonCourse2008
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